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Abstract: We consider the following modification of annihilation game
called node blocking. Given a directed graph, each vertex can be occu-
pied by at most one token. There are two types of tokens, each player
can move his type of tokens. The players alternate their moves and the
current playeri selects one token of typei and moves the token along a
directed edge to an unoccupied vertex. If a player cannot make a move
then he loses. We consider the problem of determining the complexity
of the game: given an arbitrary configuration of tokens in a directed
acyclic graph, does the current player has a winning strategy? We prove
that the problem is PSPACE-complete.
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1 Introduction

The study of annihilation games has been suggested by John Conway and the first
papers were published by Fraenkel and Yesha [7, 9]. They considered a 2-player game
played on an underlying directed graphG (possibly with cycles). The current player
selects a token and moves it along an arc outgoing from a vertex containing the token.
If a vertex contains two tokens then they are removed fromG (annihilation). Authors in
[9] gave a polynomial-time algorithm for computing a winning strategy. In this paper,
including all the mentioned here results, we assume the normal play, where the first
player unable to make a move loses (misère annihilation games have been considered
in [2]).

Fraenkel considered in [4] a generalization of cellular-automata games to two-
player games and provided a strategy for such cases. In particular, if for each vertex
there is at most one outgoing arc then it is possible to derivea polynomial-time strategy
[4]. Since the formulation of the game is equivalent to the one mentioned above, this
result can be directly applied for the annihilation game.

Fraenkel in [3] studied the connections between annihilation games and error-
correcting codes. The authors in [6] gave an algorithm for computing error-correcting
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codes. The algorithm is polynomial in the size of the code anduses the theory of
two-player cellular-automata games.

In the following we are interested in generalizations of theannihilation game,
where there is more than one type of token and/or there is a different interaction be-
tween the tokens. Assume thatr ≥ 2 types of tokens are given and each type of token
can be moved along a subset of the edges. Given a configurationof tokens in a graph,
deciding whether the current player has a winning strategy is PSPACE-complete for
acyclic graphs [5].

A modification calledhit, wherer ≥ 2 types of tokens and edges are distinguished
was considered in [5]. A move consists of selecting a token oftypei and moving along
an arc of typei ∈ {1, . . . , r}. The target vertexv cannot be occupied by a token of type
i, but if v contains token of other type then it is removed (so, when the move endsv
is occupied by the token of typei). The complexity of determining the outcome of
this game is PSPACE-complete for acyclic graphs andr = 2 [5]. A modification of
hit calledcapturehas the same rules except that each token can travel along anyedge.
Capture is PSPACE-complete for acyclic and EXPTIME-complete for general graphs
[10].

In anode blockingeach token is of one of the two types. Each vertex can contain at
most one token. Playeri can move the tokens of typei, i = 1, 2. All tokens can move
along all arcs. A playeri makes a move, by selecting one token of typei (occupying
a vertexv ∈ V) and an unoccupied vertexu ∈ V such that (v, u) ∈ E and moving the
token fromv to u. The first player unable to make a move loses and his opponent wins
the game. There is a tie if there is no last move. First, the game was proved to be
NP-hard [8], then PSPACE-hard for general graphs [5]. The complexity for general
graphs has been finally proved in [10] to be EXPTIME-complete.

In anedge blockingall tokens are identical, i.e. each player can move any token,
while each arc is of type 1 or 2 and a playeri makes his move by moving a token along
an arc of typei, i = 1, 2. Similarly as before, the first player who cannot make a move
loses. A tie occurs if there is no last move. This game is PSPACE-complete for dags.

The following table summarizes the complexity of all the mentioned two-player
annihilation games. We list only the strongest known results.

Game: dag general

Annihilation PSPACE-complete [5] ?∗

Hit PSPACE-complete [5] ?∗

Capture PSPACE-complete [10] EXPTIME-complete [10]
Node blocking ? EXPTIME-complete [10]
Edge blocking PSPACE-complete [5] ?∗

Note that for the entries labeled as “?∗” can be replaced by “PSPACE-hard” (which can
be concluded from the corresponding results for acyclic graphs), but the question re-
mains whether the games are in PSPACE. In this paper we are interested in the problem
marked by “?”, listed also in [1] as one of the open problems. In Section 3 we prove
PSPACE-completeness of this game.
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2 Definitions

In the following a token of type 1 (respectively 2) will be called awhite token(black
token, resp.) and denoted by symbolWt (Bt, resp.). The player moving the white
(black) tokens will be denoted byW (B, respectively).

Let G = (V(G),E(G)) be a directed graph. Forv ∈ V(G) define deg+G(v) = |{u ∈
V(G) : (u, v) ∈ E(G)}|, deg−G(v) = |{u ∈ V(G) : (v, u) ∈ E(G)}|. A notationu →p v
is used to denote a move made by player,p ∈ {W, B}, in which the token has been
removed fromu and placed at the vertexv. Given the positions of tokens, definef (v)
for v ∈ V(G) to be one of three possible valuesWt, Bt, ∅ indicating that a white or black
token is at the vertexv or there is no token atv, respectively. In the latter case we say
thatv is empty. Note that if f (u) = ∅ or f (v) , ∅ then the moveu→p v is incorrect.

Let us recall a PSPACE-complete Quantified Boolean Formula (QBF) problem
[11]. The input for the problem is a formulaQ in the form

Q1x1 . . .QnxnF(x1, . . . , xn),

whereQi ∈ {∃,∀} for i = 1, . . . , n. Decide whetherQ is true. In our case we us a
restricted case of this problem whereQ1 = ∃, Qi+1 , Qi for i = 1, . . . , n− 1, n is even,
andF is a 3CNF formula, i.e.F = F1 ∧ F2 ∧ · · · ∧ Fm, whereFi = (l i,1 ∨ l i,2 ∨ l i,3) and
each literall i, j is a variable or the negation of a variable,i = 1, . . . ,m, j = 1, 2, 3.

3 PSPACE-hardness of node blocking

Define avariable component Gi corresponding toxi as follows:

V(Gi) = {s, t, x, y} ∪ {v1, . . . , v4},

E(Gi) = {(s, v1), (v1, v2), (v2, v3), (v3, t), (v4, t), (v4, v2), (x, v4), (y, v4)}

for i = 2 j − 1, and
V(Gi) = {s, t, x, y} ∪ {v1, . . . , v8},

E(Gi) = {(s, v1), (v1, v2), (v2, v3), (v3, t), (v4, t), (v4, v2),

(v5, v4), (v6, v4), (v7, v5), (v8, v6), (x, v7), (y, v8)}

for i = 2 j, where j = 1, . . . , n/2. Fig. 1 depicts these subgraphs. Ifi is odd thenGi is
called awhite componentand in this case an initial placement of tokens inGi is f (s) =
f (v4) = f (x) = f (y) =Wt, f (v3) = ∅ and f (v1) = f (v2) = f (t) = Bt (see also Fig. 1(a)).
In a black component Gi , wherei is even, we havef (s) = f (v4) = . . . = f (v8) = Bt,
f (v3) = ∅ and f (v1) = f (v2) = f (x) = f (y) = f (t) = Wt (see also Fig. 1(b)). In both
cases the above configuration of tokens will be called theinitial stateof Gi .

Removing a token from a graph without placing it on another vertex is an invalid
operation. However, assume for now that, given an initial state ofGi , the first move is
a deletion of a token occupying the vertext (we will assume in Lemma 1 that the game
starts in this way). Then,W (respectivelyB) becomes the current player in the white
(black, resp.) componentGi . Furthermore, we assume that the game inGi ends when
f (s) becomes∅.
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Figure 1: The graphsGi for (a) i = 2 j − 1 and (b) i = 2 j, j = 1, . . . , n/2

Lemma 1 If Gi is a white (respectively black) component then W(B, resp.) has a
winning strategy. At the end of the game we have that if Gi is a white component then
exactly one of the vertices x, y is empty, and if Gi is a black component then exactly one
of the vertices x, y, v5, v6 is empty.

Proof: First assume thatGi is a white component. Letf (t) = ∅ andW is the current
player. The first two moves arev4→W t, v2→B v3. Then there are two possibilities:

x→W v4 or y→W v4. (1)

In both cases the game continues as follows:v1→B v2, s→W v1. The thesis follows.
Let Gi be a black component withf (t) = ∅ andB is the current player. Similarly as

before we havev4 →B t, v2 →W v3. The third move isv5 →B v4 or v6 →B v4. Since
they are symmetrical, assume in the following that the first case occurred. We have
v1→W v2. ThenB has a choice:

v7→B v5 or s→B v2. (2)

If the first move occurred then we havex →W v7. Then,s →B v2, which ends the
game and the vertexx is empty among the vertices listed in the lemma. IfB selected
the second move in (2) then the game ends withf (v5) = ∅. �

Now we define a graphGF , corresponding to the Boolean formulaF. In order
to distinguish a vertexv ∈ V(Gi) from the vertices of the other variable components
we will write v(Gi). GF contains disjoint white componentsG2i−1 for i = 1, . . . , n/2
and disjoint black componentsG2i , i = 1, . . . , n/2, connected in such a way that
s(Gi) = t(Gi+1) for i = 1, . . . , n − 1. The graphGF contains additionally the ver-
tices w, v(F1), . . . , v(Fm), an arc (w, t(Gn)), the arcs (v(Fi),w) for i = 1, . . . ,m, and
(x(Gi), v(F j)) ∈ E(GF) iff F j containsxi , while (y(Gi), v(F j)) ∈ E(GF) iff F j contains
xi , a negation of the variablexi . Initially, all the subgraphsGi are in the initial state,
except thatf (t(G1)) = ∅. Let f (w) = Wt, f (v(F j)) = Bt for j = 1, . . . ,m. Before we
prove the main theorem, let us demonstrate the above reduction by giving an example

Q = ∃x1∀x2∃x3∀x4(x2 ∨ x3 ∨ x4) ∧ (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x4) ∧ (x1 ∨ x2 ∨ x4). (3)
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w
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Figure 2: A complete instance of the graphGF corresponding to (3)

Fig. 2 shows the corresponding graphGF .
For brevity we introduce a notation: we say that the gamearrives ata component

Gi (and leavesthe componentGi−1, i > 1) if f (t(Gi)) = ∅ (note that fori > 1 this is
equivalent tof (s(Gi−1)) = ∅ in the graphGF ). The gameis in Gi if it arrived atGi but
did not leaveGi .

Theorem 1 Node blocking isPSPACE-complete for directed acyclic graphs.

Proof: First we prove by an induction oni = 1, . . . , n that we may without loss of
generality assume that if the game arrives at the componentGi then

(i) for each j < i exactly one of the verticesx(G j), y(G j) (if G j is a white compo-
nent) or exactly one of the verticesx(G j), y(G j), v5(G j), v6(G j) (if G j is a black
component) is empty,

(ii) all tokens in componentsG j , for j = i, . . . , n are in the initial state, except that
f (t(Gi)) = ∅.

The cases fori = 1 andi > 1 are analogous. If the game is inGi then (by the induction
hypothesis) all possible moves are the ones along the arcs inGi , v2(G j) →p v3(G j) for
j > i andv7(G j) →B v5(G j) or v8(G j) →B v6(G j) for a black componentG j , j < i. In
the latter caseW respondsx(G j) →W v7(G j) or y(G j) →W v8(G j), respectively, so we
consider the first two cases. LetG j be a white component (the other case is analogous)
andB moves a token along an arc which does not belong toE(Gi), i.e.

v2(G j)→B v3(G j), j > i. (4)

For each move (4)W responds

v4(G j)→W v2(G j). (5)

For other moves ofB, W responds as in the proof of Lemma 1. Consider the case when
the game arrives at the component which is not in the initial state, because the moves (4)
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x(G j ) y(G j )

s(G j)t(G j )

x(G j ) y(G j )

s(G j)t(G j )

x(G j) y(G j)

s(G j)t(G j)

(b)(a) (c)

Figure 3: (a) the game arrives atG j , (b) the game leavesG j , (c) W wins the game

and (5) have been performed. This situation is given in Fig. 3(a). SinceW is the current
player, the first move inG j is x(G j) →W v4(G j) or y(G j) →W v4(G j). In both cases
the remaining sequence of moves is identical:v3(G j) →B t(G j), v2(G j) →W v3(G j),
v1(G j) →B v2(G j), s(G j) →W v1(G j). The result is shown in Fig. 3(b). This proves
that if B performs a move along an arc which is not inGi when the game is inGi then
W decides among one of the movesx(G j) →W v4(G j) or y(G j) →W v4(G j) when the
game is inG j . This, however is only true under the assumption that after (4) and (5)
W plays according to the schema given in the proof of Lemma 1. Ifthe white player
managed to place a token at the vertexv4(G j) before the game arrived atG j then the
movev4(G j)→W t(G j) gives a situation depicted in Fig. 3(c) — the black player cannot
make a move inG j . So, if the game is inGi and a move (4) occurred, then either the
game creates the same configuration of tokens in variable components (restricted to the
verticesx(Gk), y(Gk), k = 1, . . . , n), or B loses the game. Thus, w.l.o.g. we may assume
that if the game is inGi then the componentsG j , j > i are in the initial state, i.e. (ii) is
true.

Assuming the players make only moves along the arcs ofGi , if the game arrives at
Gi+1 then Lemma 1 implies that (i) is satisfied.

Now we can prove the theorem. Assume thatQ is true and we show thatW has a
winning strategy. Ifxi is true (respectively false),i = 2k − 1, k = 1, . . . , n/2, thenW
plays inGi in such a way that if the game leavesGi then f (x(Gi)) =Wt ( f (y(Gi)) =Wt,
respectively). Assume that the game leavesGn. Then we havew →W s(Gn) and
v(F j) →B w, for somej ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. SinceQ is true, there is a true literall j,k in F j ,
k ∈ {1, 2, 3}. If l j,k = xt then f (x(Gt)) =Wt andW can make the movex(Gt)→W v(F j).
If l j,k = xt then f (y(Gt)) = Wt and the movey(Gt) →W v(F j) is possible. Note that if
x(Gt) or y(Gt) belongs to a black component, then (becauseQ is true)W always has
a possibility to make the above move in such a way that it holdsf (v5(Gt)) = Bt or
f (v6(Gt)) = Bt, respectively. IfB can make a move then it must bev7(G j) →B v5(G j)
or v8(G j) →B v6(G j), but thenW respondsx(G j) →B v7(G j) or y(G j) →B v8(G j). No
other moves are possible, soW wins the game. The above holds for each indexj.

Let nowW have a winning strategy. If the values ofx1, . . . , xi , i = 2k have been
set then letxi+1 = true if we have the movey(Gi+1) →W v4(Gi+1) during the game
in Gi+1, and letxi+1 = false if there is a movex(Gi+1) →W v4(Gi+1) during the game
in Gi+1. The game leavesGn and we have the movesw →W s(Gn), v(F j) →W w for
somej ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. The black player choosesj arbitrarily and sinceW has a winning
strategy there is possible a movex(Gk) →W v(F j) or y(Gk) →W v(F j). From the
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construction of the strategy forW we have that there is the literalxk = true inF j or the
literal xk = true inF j , respectively.

Observe that|V(GF)| = 7n/2+ 11n/2+ m+ 2, so this is a polynomial reduction.
This proves PSPACE-hardness of node blocking. One can argument thatGF is acyclic
which implies that the game is in PSPACE. �
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